...coming in like a lion...
Welcome to March! Spring is around the corner, and we hope that you and yours are weathering the
change of seasons well.
This month has much to offer ATBL supporters. We kick off March with two exciting events related to the
Grolier Club's Sherlock Holmes exhibition with curator and Sherlock Holmes collector Glen S.
Miranker: a virtual object showcase and moderated conversation with Miranker by Rebecca Romney
on March 3; and an in-person, private Sherlock Holmes in 221 Objects exhibition tour and reception
on March 8. We then have another fantastic event at the New York Academy of Medicine –"The 'Eyes'
of March" on vision and ophthalmology –on March 17.
Across the "pond," the British Library continues its successful Beethoven exhibition (with an exciting
recent addition to the display, making its London debut ) and also has a special exhibition on the
evolution of James Joyce's Ulysses on view. (You can find more Library news, events, collection stories,
and resources below!)
We close out the month with our 11th annual Breslauer Lecture on March 30, 2022 . We are thrilled to
announce that Anne-Marie Eze, PhD, Associate Librarian for Collections and Programs at Harvard
University's Houghton Library, will be giving this year's Breslauer Lecture, entitled “Abbé Luigi Celotti
(1759–1843): Reconstruction and Rehabilitation of an Infamous Dealer of Books and Art.” This year, the
Breslauer Lecture will be a hybrid event–you can stream the lecture over Zoom and participate virtually in
the Q&A, and we will also be holding an in-person reception at the Grolier Club following the talk. You
can find more details and register via this hyperlink or the announcement below!
I look forward to seeing many of you at one of our events, and we are always happy to hear from you! As
a brief reminder: you can find the ATBL's new mailing address and phone number on our website.
I wish you a good start to spring!
Sincerely,

Elizabeth Berkowitz, MA, PhD
Executive Director
The American Trust for the British Library

Not quite a lion or a lamb...but instead an animation of the constellation Sirius the Dog Star, from a 12th-century copy of Cicero’s Aratea (England, Peterborough,
around 1122): Cotton MS Tiberius C I, f. 28r

Events of Interest

Virtual Event: Finding Miss
Weaver: James Joyce and the
Patron of Ulysses

Virtual and In-Person Events:
Season of Sound
A series of events that celebrate the Library's
archive of over 6.5 million recordings and

Thursday, March 10, 2022

campaign to save even more. This season
features talks, performances, and special

2:30 PM EST

events. The ATBL has long supported the
British Library's sound collections, including its

Meet the woman who enabled James Joyce to
complete the masterpiece of literary Modernism!

"Save Our Sounds" campaign.

Harriet Shaw Weaver (1876–1961) was a noted
feminist and littérateur who became associated
with Joyce in 1914 when she serialized his work
in a magazine publication. Independently
wealthy, within a few years she began giving
Joyce significant financial support, typing and
checking manuscripts, undertook to become his
publisher in England, among other practical
assistance -particularly in respect of his health
and the support of his family.
This talk by Dr. Clare Hutton, Reader in

Various Dates
Upcoming events include virtual programs that
feature luminaries of electronic music, such as
Wendy Carlos and Orchestral Manoeuvres in the
Dark (OMD), and re-presentations of an event
with percussionist Evelyn Glennie, on disability
and music creation.
Click the image above to see the full list of
events and to register.

English and Digital Humanities at Loughborough
University and curator of Women and the Making
of Joyce's Ulysses at the Harry Ransom Center,
looks at some of the key objects in the archive
and sheds new light on Weaver and the making
of Ulysses.
Full Price: £5.00
Online Member: £0.00
Click the image to register.

Stories from the Collections

The Hedgehog: A Journey
Through Medieval
Manuscripts
Click images to read more.

H. D. Girdwood, Highland Territorials in a trench [La Gorgue, France].,
1915. Photo 24/(247)

Rochester Bestiary (England, c. 1230): London, British Library, Royal MS 12
F XIII, f. 45r.

"A mishap to German
aviators" in Mesopotamia: A
Tale of Engine Failure and a
Small Persian Dog
As part of the British Library's "Untold Stories"
blog comes a brief tale of World War I fighter
pilots and a wartime event's lone survivor: a
small dog. This story is part of the British
Library/Qatar Foundation partnership.
Click the image to read more.

Hedgehog number 5, in the Queen Mary Psalter(14th century): London,
British Library, MS Royal 2 B VII, f. 97v.

Hedgehog Detail from Heraldic Roll ('The Dering Roll'), c. 1270-1280 C.E.
Add Roll 77720.

British Library Resources

Explore the British Library's
"Endangered Archives
Programme"
Established in 2004, the British Library's
"Endangered Archives Programme" is funded
by Arcadia and managed by the British Library.
The aim of the project is to ensure the
preservation of archival collections worldwide
that are in danger of "destruction, neglect or
physical deterioration."
Click the images to explore some of the
collections preserved and made accessible
through this exciting project, as well as the
stories connected to the preservation process.

Digitizing Arabic Manuscripts in
Mattool, North Kerala (EAP1390)

19th-Century Documents from the
Peruvian Asylum el Manicomio del
Cercado (EAP1402)

Manuscripts and Archival Documents
of Russian Old Believers Escapists
(Skrytniks) in the Russian Academy of
Sciences Library (EAP1017)

British Library News
The British Library Publishes its
Fourth Annual Research Report
This annual report, showcasing the range of
research supported by the Library for the
2019–2020 academic year, indicates the breadth
of research accomplished amidst a global
pandemic - when the creativity and capacity of
research staff and scholars alike were
significantly tested.
This year's Research Report is also reflective:
noting how new collecting areas and projects
have emerged at the Library in response to the
Covid-19 pandemic. For instance, the Report
closely examines the Library's involvement in
the Towards a National Collection program and
the use of digital technology.
As in previous editions, the Report includes news
of the Library's ongoing programs, such as
Doctoral Open Days, doctoral research, and
research support for acquisitions and exhibitions.
Click the image (above left) to learn more and to
download the Report.

Beethoven's Ninth Symphony
Autograph Manuscript Arrives in
London!
Joining the Library's successful Beethoven
exhibition, the autograph manuscript of Ludwig van
Beethoven's Ninth Symphony has arrived in London
for the first time ever!
Click the image to learn more.
Minutes of the Directors of the Philharmonic Society, agreeing to
offer Beethoven £50 for a new symphony. British Library RPS MS

280, f.2.

March ATBL Events
Virtual: Curious Cases:
Selections from a Lifetime
Collecting Sherlock Holmes
A Sherlock Holmes Zoom Event
with Glen S. Miranker
Moderated by Rebecca Romney
Thursday, March 3, 2022
12 PM EST

Register for March 3, 2022,
"Curious Cases"

“Curious Cases” focuses on 4 of the 221
objects preeminent Sherlock Holmes collector
Glen S. Miranker selected for his Grolier
Club exhibition. Miranker will provide a brief
deep dive into these 4 objects—including
stories about how they came into his
collection and narratives behind the items—
followed by a moderated conversation with
Miranker by Rebecca Romney: a specialist in
rare books, co-founder of the Washington
D.C. area rare book firm Type Punch Matrix,
member of the Grolier Club, and an
investiture of the Baker Street Irregulars as
“That Gap on That Second Shelf,” among
many other accomplishments.

In-Person: Sherlock Holmes in
221 Objects: A Private Tour of
the Grolier Club Exhibition and
a Reception with Collector and
Curator Glen S. Miranker
Tuesday, March 8, 2022
5:30 PM –7:30 PM EST
The Grolier Club
47 East 60th Street. New York, NY 10022

Register for March 8, 2022,
Private Tour

Named for the famed 221 Baker Street
address of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s Sherlock
Holmes, the Grolier Club’s
exhibition Sherlock Holmes in 221
Objects showcases Glen S. Miranker’s
collection of materials related to the genius
sleuth. Assembled in thematic “clusters,”
Miranker’s expertly curated display is the first
comprehensive Sherlock Holmes exhibition to
be held in New York in more than 50 years.

In this private tour for ATBL supporters,
Miranker will narrate some of the stories
behind the objects in his collections.
Attendees will be able to ask Miranker
questions and tour the exhibition after Grolier
Club public hours. Wine, soft drinks, and
snacks will be available to enjoy during the
event.

In-Person: The “Eyes” of March:
the History of Vision and
Ophthalmology at the New York
Academy of Medicine Library
Thursday, March 17, 2022
6:00 PM –7:30 PM EST
New York Academy of Medicine
1216 5th Ave, New York, NY 10029

Thankfully, there will be no need to beware the
“Ides of March” when you can soon thereafter
enjoy the “Eyes” of March! Books about the
history of ophthalmology are a visual treasure
trove–join Historical Collections Librarian
Arlene Shaner in the Drs. Barry and Bobbi Rare
Book Reading Room as we take a close look at
some of those wonderful resources, as well as
texts that demonstrate a few of the many ways
physicians and artists have visualized the body
over time.

Register for the March 17, 2022,
"The 'Eyes' of March"

Virtual and In-Person:
The 2022 ATBL Breslauer Lecture and
Reception
Anne-Marie Eze, PhD
“Abbé Luigi Celotti (1759–1843):
Reconstruction and Rehabilitation of an
Infamous Dealer of Books and Art”
Wednesday, March 30, 2022
6 –8:30 PM EST
Zoom & The Grolier Club
47 East 60th Street. New York, NY 10022

Register for 2022
Breslauer Lecture,
VIRTUAL EVENT ONLY

Anne-Marie Eze is Associate Librarian for Collections and
Programs at Harvard University’s Houghton Library. She
was held this role since November 2021, having
previously been the library’s Director of Scholarly and
Public Programs. Prior to joining Harvard, Eze was
Associate Curator of the Collection at the Isabella Stewart
Gardner Museum, Boston, where she co-curated the
award-winning exhibition Beyond Words: Italian
Renaissance Books. Originally from the United Kingdom,

Register for 2022
Breslauer Lecture and
In-Person Reception at
the Grolier Club

Eze has also held curatorial and librarian positions at the
British Library, Victoria and Albert Museum, and
Cambridge University’s Trinity College Library. She
holds degrees from the University of London, including a
doctorate from the Courtauld Institute of Art. Eze has
published on medieval and Renaissance art and books and
the history of collecting. Her latest books are Bourdichon’s
Boston Hours and Titian, the Della Rovere Dynasty & His
Portrait of Guidobaldo II and his Son, both of which came
out in 2021.
Eze will deliver her lecture in real time over Zoom,
broadcast online and live at the Grolier Club, followed by
an in-person reception at the Grolier Club for attendees.
Please note: attendance may be more limited than usual
due to Covid-19 capacity restrictions. Please register
early.

ATBL Happenings

Donate to Support the British Library and the
ATBL

Learn About the ATBL Transatlantic Fellowship
Program

Upcoming ATBL
Events

Become a Supporter! Join the ATBL

Join our ATBL Events-Only Email
List

Learn More About the British
Library

Visit the ATBL
Website

All images copyright of the British Library unless otherwise noted.
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